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BEST BY TEST

Ask PRICES and DEMONSTRATIONS.

Remingtons taken part payment.

The Brasscrafters

Nickel plated Bathroom Accessories

Sanitary Construction
embody

Towdl liars,

Tumbler Holders,

T. B. Holders,

C. it B. Holders,

French P. G. Mirrors,

Crystal Towel Bars,

T. r. Holders',

Sprays, Showers, etc.

Ask for Catalogue.

The Sunlight OMEGA"
and Forget the Rest

iflg

REMEfVSBER that tin- - FEEDING or dropping DE-

VICE is tin- - most IMPORTANT part of ii generator and yet
it is Uu part in which most generators are defective.

The INDIRECT FEED, with which the omega
is equipped, is recognized as THE perfected feed and the
greatest improvement made in generators since the carhide
feed replaced the old. fashioned Water-fee- d. It places the

Sunlight OMEGA in a class by itseli'.
There is no other "just as good."

Before Buying "post" yourself thoroughly on generat-

ors Oct an education on the subject. Our new catalogue
gives it to you. OUT IT. HEAD IT.

Ask anyone op all of the many satisi'ied owners
of an OMEGA.

STANDARD
Baths, Lavatories and
Closet Combinations

are a revelation in Modern Bathroom Equipment, not only in the added conven-

ience and perfect SANITATION they a fiord, hut also in the extraordinarily long

service their installation assures.
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Every genuine "Standard" fixture bears the "Standard" Green and Gold Guar-

antee Label, a guarantee of SUPERIORITY.

BOOKLETS ON "STANDARD" WARE FREE.
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The created upon a mind when enter-

ing any Ollice or Store where clerical work is being conducted in

a quiet, orderly manner, inspires far greater than

where there is evidence, of rush and worry because of untiled

papers, books, etc.

Wherever 0-- Filing and Book Cases are used, be it in the

Ollice. Store or Home, one will find that are

that every book is in its proper place, because of the

greater due to devices and

Your inquiry for any outfit, NO MATTER HOW

SMALL, will be given careful and individual attention.

are a line of Paints and Varnishes which do exactly
what they are intended to do, giving a right treatment
to each surface- - It is to obtain one paint or
varnish that is suitable for a wide variety of uses and it
is therefore to obtain a product that is
exactly suitable for the purpose you have in mind.

We handle these and carry an
and stock.

'Phone or write ns and we will send color
and other helpful

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT,
KAHULUI RAILROAD COMPANY

KAHULUI, MAUI, T. H.

Globe-Wernick- e

Office Safeguards

impression customer's

confidence,

neglected correspondence, unsightly

regulations cheerfully

observed,

convenience mechanical safeguards.

particular

S. W. P. and S. W. V.

impossible

important

products
complete

sug-
gestions information.
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